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Before we get started, I’d like you to consider a question:
Can you give-up the one-up? You know, that one thing you have that’s better than
everyone else for a little while, then you gotta find something else. Yeah that. Can you
give that up for the greater good?

Earth Order is hiring anyone to evolve humanity by evolving themselves. There are no
daily requirements. The salary is variable each season but always more than enough.
Want to apply? Ha!

+++
I am Daví, Ävatar of Earth. The Blue Phoenix of the Crown with all colors within – the
bridge between all Earthlings, the God of Music, the High Intuitive, He of Omega Level
Potential, He of Indomitable Will, He the Immortal, He with Intergalactic Diplomatic
Immunity, The child of Earth and Sun, the brother of Akhenaten. Daví, the First Leader
of the Free World.
+++

Hey everybody! Everybody everybody!

Now lets’ get into it:
Are you feeling like you don’t know what the heck is going on? It’s ok. You should feel
that way. You’re feeling that something is wrong indicates that something is wrong!
Here’s what happened:
They.. we’ll get into who later.. created a game called capitalism, it looked a lot like
Monopoly except it had racism, sexism, classism, heterosexism, antienvironmentalism and few other-isms were too complex for the board game version.
So they built this game and convinced everybody that they had to play through blatant
genocide and brainwashing.
Thus we have countries of beautiful and diverse people who serve agents of
uncontrollable selfishness, control and domination causing an unhealthy cycle leading
to everything that we have in 2020. The isms (that they forgot to mention) are so toxic
they are destroying everything, including themselves.
Pandemic, wildfires, social unrest, hurricanes and leaders who don’t seem to call
Earth their home like the rest of us, which must be the reason they’re not handling the
emergencies. Everything that once made the intentions of this version of capitalism in
anyway productive are now exhausted. Thus it’s served it purpose. Thank you.

In this version of Monopoly / capitalism the goal was:
Individual Hoarding of Wealth, Power and Control by any means necessary.
Somebody… already beat game so the rest are just kind of those players who are
sitting and watching and waiting to see how the game ends. Now usually, when this
happens we would just go play another game. Ah!

I have a new game! It's called Earth Order.
In Earth Order the goal is: Human Thriving and Evolution.
In this game, Earth Order hires everyone to evolve humanity. Everyone gets the same
salary to support all of their needs. All businesses support Earth Order. We use capital
as a mechanism of sharing resources fairly and everyone decides how to evolve
themselves for the greater good in their own way. Nothing more, nothing less.

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS –
Say in the 1st Season, in the Earth Order General Budget we have $15 million. From the
Earth Order Businesses we receive a total pledge of $34 million, totaling $49 million
for the season. That $49 million is then split into two. One half going to the Earth Order
General Budget, the other half going toward the salary of each Participant in Earth
Order equally.
That’s $24.5 million. If there 1000 Participants, each participant would receive $24,500
as their payment for the season. If this trend continues throughout the year some
fluctuations in the pledge amounts, the Earth Order Participant’s annual salary would
average to be about $93,500. I’m just gonna let this sit right here for a moment. And ok.
Well what a cute little project for 1000 people huh? BUT what if we were talking billions
of dollars and millions of participants? Ah, we’re cooking now baby!
Just to put this in context, our society, despite 2020 the U.S. has been able to fund 1
person whose pay is around $10 billion, per month. In fact, with his income alone over,
1.2 million Earth Order Participants could be fully funded for a year. I’m not telling you
this so we can ask yet another deaf ear for something, I’m telling you so that you might
notice your power. If we’ve funded him, maybe we can fund ourselves?
Earth Order creates a buoyant economy, flexible to the ebb and flow of international
business. Earth Order pays Participants a seasonal salary, offers a voluntary home
exchange, allows Participants to choose how they participate in business and business
thrives with a like-minded community support system. Certain Earth Order Businesses
may have lots of profit in one season and others maybe none, the collective holds the
balance. Instead of inflation, you’ll notice a healthy deflation as commerce rebalances
with the currency managing it. Peace, optimism and inspiration fills the land where
humans are cared for by their own species. Just as our fellow Earthlings, the
flamingoes, the walruses, the penguins, the geese and so many other successful
species do for THEIR own.
By doing this, we mimic the very vortex of Earth herself. Just as her rains and
magnetic fields are all in cycles of receiving and giving change for all within her, we
use patterns to grow in time. You don’t have to be worried about things working out for
someone else or if the system itself will work out because Earth has made it so that
there is always someone passionate about the exact thing that you are not.
There is plenty for all, for Earth has made it so. We accept plenty in her way: cycles for
ALL.
If you are a baker, be your best – delight human taste buds again and again. If you are
a farmer, be your best - manage Earth and fellow Earthlings with care. If you are a
doctor, be your best, care well, fret not of money while thinking of caring for humans.

Do your work with passion, do your work with care. Do it with freedom from financial
ebb and flow but rather matching demand with supply. Focus on best quality work and
not just quantity. And most importantly, HOW you believe you should do it.
If you believe doing your work in your own business is the best way for you to do your
work, do that. If you believe your best is contributing to another business, contribute.
Choose the type of food, home, healthcare, transportation that you want. Your steps
are yours to choose.

Requirements of Earth Order Businesses:
Each season every Earth Order Business will report:
-

Their employee roster
Their profits, sending 50% of those profits to Earth Order

Requirements of the Participant:
-

Agreement to Humankind Spiritual Code
Fill out the Life Survey annually
Work in a chosen or self-created Earth Order Business.

That’s it!

Here’s how Voting Works
Everyone votes on everything up for vote in Earth Order. Earth Villages can choose
whether they would like to vote on their Representative OR based on the previous
cycle of votes, the individual whose votes were closest to the average opinion of the
votes in the village can be offered the Representative role. During a vote, the
Representative’s vote ballot can be copied by those in the Earth Village or the
individual may choose their own votes. Either way, everyone has a vote that counts for
every nationwide-choice / vote made by Earth Order.

So say we have Earth Order-wide vote on (among other things) whether Earth Order
will provide all participants who desire with solar panels on their roofs so that
everyone has access to free energy / power. In this vote, the Participant can either
choose to directly vote or copy the vote of their representative.

HOW DO WE GET THERE?
January 1st 2021 –
For Earth Order Participants:
Life Survey opens! All those in the world who would like to apply are welcome to.
Those who don’t want to be part of Earth Order are encouraged to fill out the
survey more than those who do. We want our data on places to reflect those
who are there so that we have an understanding of the viewpoints / opinions of
any area.
As part of the survey, Participants may elect to be part of the Earth Order Home
Exchange. These are homes, apartment buildings, lands, condominiums that are
donated to Earth Order such that they may be better utilized by another Earth
Order Participant. Those currently without physical homes will be offered a
home and/or building opportunities in these properties. Participants who want
to change their home locations are also offered the opportunity to participate in
the exchange.
The final step of the survey is the agreement to Humankind Spiritual Code. Humankind
Spiritual Code is our offering to you of a sacred code to share amongst humans such
that basic understandings are present in all interactions.

1. Clean ordinance befits each person.
Keep your self organized.
2. Each one holds truth. Personal accountability and integrity are sacred practices.
3. Blatant negativity is unnecessary.
You know the difference.
4. Choose the best human(s) in your personal opinion to mate with.
This is not only in reference to physical appearance but each mate in
their entirety. Your choice shapes the future of humanity.
5. Birth children and/or rear children with specific intention for their own success.
6. No child can be subjected to any permanent traumas such as sex, labor or
violence prior to the age of 16 years.
7. Be HERE NOW.

Remain centered in oneself and allow conversation internally and
externally to reflect how to make it better - I would feel better if… I would
feel better if.. and do.. and do!
8. All “drugs" are legal.
Rehabilitation for abusers is plentiful. Those who don't agree can be away
from those who do.
9. All participants with agreements in locations with other laws/rules still abide
those laws/rules as well.
10. All weaponry is only used for food hunting, in defense of Earth or humanity and
for other non-human reasons.
Honorable, agreed-to human combat (with maximum weaponry of
swords or knives) is accepted.
11. There is plenty for all.
Earth made it so and we honor her by continuing her creed – there is
plenty for all.
12. No human can intentionally kill another.

The Participant application period ends on January 15th.

February 1st, 2021 The countries that Earth Order will be launching in will be announced. Subsequently,
the number of Earth Order Participation Slots are announced in each country. Earth
Order Participants are picked via lottery for participation.
Earth Order Participants utilizing the Home Exchange will each receive 3 options of
three towns/cities. Then able to choose which home they would like in that town. The
occupant(s) of the home / property will be responsible for its amenities, maintenance
and development.

March 1st 2021 –
Date by which each Participant must pick their homes if participating in the Earth
Order Home Exchange.

March 20, 2021 / The 2021 Spring Equinox –
Earth Order begins! The first Earth Order event will occur in the Heart of the World,
New York City celebrating the dawning the of the Age of Aquarius, the launch of new
era of beauty, thriving, diversity, good order, art, innovation, technology, spirituality and
evolution.

So…
Do you remember that Kemet / Egypt was part of something called stair-step
evolution? Ya know, that moment, that higher being named Djehuty or Thoth came and
taught people of Kemet / the Egyptians math and irrigation causing a sudden evolution
in human thought capacity? Yea, this is THAT MOMENT again for the humans. My
offering to you is social order that encompasses humanity, Earth and technology. We
had to learn how-not to use technology in order know how-to use technology in the
Earth. Now we know we’ve learned the lesson, this is the synthesis, the is the vibration
for human sustainability.
Earth Order will bring some rhythm to this society baby. Everyone benefits at the same
time in part of the same place. Real real real real, real real real real unity. Just like a
heart beat. Every organism requires rhythm for consciousness. Let’s give society a
heart.
Most importantly for society, we’ll move away from the entire society being solely
based on the limited creativity of a few popular ancestors and businesses that people
actually believe in will grow, rather than just the businesses that are just most wellfunded.

So before I leave you, I ask you once again Can you abandon one-upping each other?
Can you give up the financial competition? Is it alright that everyone is just creative
with how they use their finances?
Can you give up the chance for YOU to have a HIGHER salary than another, so that all
have a GOOD salary?
Can you trust that you, just as you are, ARE good enough / ARE deserving of the world
of peace and love that’s been discussed so much?

Can you trust that we, just as we are, ARE good enough / ARE deserving of the world
of peace and love that’s been discussed so much?
In the smallest way, you are simply saying “I deserve life” and by claiming your life you
are claiming the peace and love necessary for life to exist. Even the smallest bit of
optimism you may have found in this video is the first step to the world’s healing and
growth.

Ok everybody. This is gonna move kinda fast, so prepare yourself. And now some
parting music with Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. See you 2021!

There are wonders of the humanity, Earth and the universe hidden from the human
species for too long. This is the first step in the rediscovery of what it is to be human
and magic of what it is to be alive. I am excited to light way with you.
Love,
Ävatar Daví

Original Text Message to sent out on 11.20.2020:
THE MOST IMPORTANT 15-MINUTE VIDEO EVER (with some bonus dancetime!)
A $93,500 salary just for participating in Earth Order?!
This is the Digital Underground Railroad.
Please don’t keep it a secret, forward as quickly as possible.
This is actually for the people.
Happy holidays everybody! See you in 2021!
Love,
Ävatar Daví

